INTRODUCTION
As can be derived from non-equilibrium thermodynamics [1, 2] , the dissipation of energy gives growth in entropy and this means that mechanical scheme of sliding with constant speed along smooth solids contradicts to the thermodynamics. Than means that if there is an interaction, the slide is impossible. If there is no interaction, we do not observe the growth in entropy, i.e. there is no friction. So for the problem of friction it is very important to consider the non-equilibrium of movement. This non-equilibrium motion is principally related with instability. Therefore, in other words, the simple mechanical scheme of friction with constant speed of sliding between two solids is an oversimplification.
Sliding speed can be considered only on some effective base (h 1 +h 2 ) of solids. Then the product vT means input power in near-surface region. Motion of material in this region could have some scenario and could transform from one scenario to another with changes of P, v and internal system parameters. For near-surface region, it is possible to formulate the law of conservation of energy in the form
where K, U are the kinetic and internal energy of the nearsurface zone, J q , J 1 , J 2 is the outflow of heat, J 1 is the outflow of noise, J 2 is the outflow of noise along the surface etc. If the pattern of motion change, we get an alteration in outflows J q , J 1 , J 2 and possible appearance of new outflows.
One of essential difference between solids and liquid is the capacity of solids to resist to certain level of shear loading. Hence, for solids the transition to irreversible shear always precedes the loss of stability. From this point of view, we take into consideration static rough contact of two elastic bodies.
CONTACT BUCKLING
The contact problem can be described in term of normal and tangential load P, T and of additional displacement  p and  T caused by roughness, so the near contact zone subjects to additional elastic deformation. The structure of surface contact zone could be considered as clusters of contact spots of lower structural level. Contact stiffness of clusters is close to that of clusters with a full area contact with no more contacts of the surface. The shear load causes the shear stress and strain concentration along the edge of the clusters and there are no concentration of normal stress. Therefore, the beginning of sliding takes place at the edges of the clusters. After this moment, the T- T curve begins to be nonlinear (Fig.1) . This moment can be seen from the experimental curve. On the basis of Rice-Drucker theorem [3] it is possible to estimate the changes in T,  T and P,  p with growth of the sliding zone. For example, if we divide all clusters into two groups: sliding and not sliding, then the work of load T could approximately be presented as
where Q is the energy dissipated on the sliding clusters, W 1 is the shear energy transmitted to the non-sliding clusters during sliding, W 2 is the energy caused by loading increase. September 12-16, 2005, Washington, D.C., USA 
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If some rotation at the edge of non-sliding spot occurs, then the release of energy W 1 proceeds at the approximately constant  T , giving the drop in the T value and increasing the P and  p values. Material at unmoved spot takes the form of buckle and shear strain transfers into compression strain (Fig.2) . The rotation generated by the buckle propagates along the surface and causes further buckling. Such pattern is typical for loss of stable state of two elastic rough bodies under shear loading as a whole and it corresponds to the static friction coefficient. Let h be the thickness of the near surface zone, d is the distance between two neighboring non-sliding spots. Then condition of stable state loss can approximately be expressed in terms of the increase of T due to previous sliding and increase of load on non-sliding clusters P 
DYNAMICS INSTABILITY
The dynamic contact spot could include a buckle of material at one part of edge (Fig.2) . Then the normal stress under such a spot is considerably higher than that of the same dimension spot but without the buckle. Therefore, the contact area is considerably smaller than at static contact under the same loading.
The sliding at small velocity is accompanied by oscillations [4, 5] . According to this model, these oscillations consist of two phases. The first phase is the growth of T and accumulation of shear energy in near-surface zone and the second phase, after dynamic stable state loss, causes the rotation with simultaneous growth in  p. As a result, the center of inertia will be moved similarly to a ball jumping along the surface.
At high speed these two phases are likely to occur simultaneously as a constant generation of surface rotation, that means that the loss of stable state occurs at different points of contact spot, whereas distance between inertia remains increased and almost constant. Great inflow of energy Tv in near-surface zone is constantly relaxed by the rotation acts. This flow gives additional constant input in p. Sliding speed can be presented as
where h v r /    is the velocity of rotation ,v r is the drop of speed induce rotations, v e is the sliding speed on lower roughness level. Contact spot zone that moves with rotation has a buckle, normal and shear stresses increasing with velocity of rotation. The larger is the sliding speed, the higher is the structural level of the rotation, so
The dissipated energy we can distribute upon structural levels ...
If the lubricant is used, it not only relaxes the load, but can also diminish the loss of stable state, preventing such rotation events.
CONCLUSION
The described friction scheme is related to the loss of stable state at shear only. However, the real movement of friction surface include more factors, like oscillation of elastic body that in a wide frequency range, which is as complicated as the turbulent movement of gas and liquid. Nevertheless, to our opinion, the more profound study of stable state loss is of very high importance for adequate description of dry friction, for example in problem of earthquake generation. In addition, the contact mechanics should include nonlinear effects into solving friction problems.
